
 

READ AND DISCUSS:   

Although there’re many verses describing what worship should look like, let us consider 
two; in 1 Corinthians12:27- 30 Paul compares the church to the body, with each part 
having a separate and important function essential to the proper functioning of the body 
as a whole! Then in Hebrews 12:26 and 27, the author leaves analogy behind and 
suggests that we should meet, unlike some who choose not to, and “stir up love and 
good works in each other”.  Can you do that for the body of Christ? 
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Conversation Starter: 

Does worship in church bring you to a closer relationship with God? If it seems “not so 
much” to you… Why not, would you say?

Application:  

For these “wonderful’ things to move from potential to possible or probable, what must 
we do? First, we need to have an open mind and open heart to the gracious love and  
caring of God through Christ and  second, we must commit to being an agent of change  
for the person sitting next to us, in front of us, and behind us, if you can turn around 
without appearing to be weird. 


Teacher:  Donovan Christian 

While most spiritual practices are necessarily centered on the 
individual, this weeks “Encounter” Is corporate which is to say, 
done with other people.  You and the other people are the 
church and when we meet as the body of Christ wonderful 
things may occur when we are open to them (see application).
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